
TJT120A0X3-SZ, TJT120A0X3Z, TJT120A0X43-SZ, TJT120A0X43Z, TJT170A0X3-SZ, TJT170A0X3Z, TJT170A0X43-SZ 
and TJT170A0X43Z are EOL’d due to the discontinuation of a key component without FFF (Form Fit Function) 
compatible alternatives. 
 
ABB realizes this can present difficulties for our customers. To help alleviate the situation ABB has already 
proactively acquired a large inventory of the EOLd component (FET/Smart Power Stage). This component inventory 
is estimated to last approximately 4 years based on current aggregate demand of TJT120 & TJT170.  The aggregate 
demand run rate may change going forward. To secure that ABB has your required quantity available PO’s covering 
all your future needs must be placed by September 30th 2020. To help with this requirement, ABB has extended 
the Last Time Delivery window much further out than usual. Orders after that point will be fullfilled on FIFO basis 
as long as supplies last.  
 
Secured quantity LTB orders required by 9/30/2020 
- ABB greatly regrets that we are not able offer six month window for LTB orders with secured component 
availability.  
- For secured quantities, LTB (Last Time Buy) orders for TJT120/170 must be placed by September 30th 2020.  
- ABB normal LTD (Last Time Delivery) window is 6 months after LTB. Due to short LTB window ABB offers LTD until 
Sep 30 2024. 
- All LTB orders are Non-Cancellable and Non-Returnable (NCNR). 
 
Non-secured quantity LTB orders are accepted as long as supplies last 
- To ensure our customers supply continuity ABB has already secured a large stock of the EOLd component 
estimated to last approximately 4 years at current aggregate demand.   
- Even after secured quantity LTB window closes ABB will continue to fullfill orders for all TJT120 and TJT170 
variants on FIFO basis for as long as discontinued component inventory lasts.  
- Actual timeline of discontinued component inventory depletion depends on development of all TJT120/170 
variants’ all customers’ aggregate demand. Inventory may run out sooner (or later) than end of 2023. 
- All orders after September 30th 2020 are Non-Cancellable and Non-Returnable (NCNR). 
 
When planning LTB orders of TJT120/170 please note that shelf life of these power modules is 4 years.  
 
 

 


